Kids Photo Night
You like taking photographs, but you think you could do even
better? This is a great event for you.
Bob Gallagher is offering a Kids Photo Night on July 9, 2019
in Walkerville. We’ll meet at 5:30 for pizza, pop and water.
Then we will spend some time talking about taking
photographs with your digital camera.
Any digital camera is fine—whether it’s a regular camera or a
smart phone. It’s all about the photograph, not what
equipment you used to make it.
Then we are going for a photo safari to take some photos in
the neighbourhood.
When we return we will put your photographs on the screen and see how well we all did. We
will share what we like about the photos and what we could improve next time. We expect to
finish at about 9:00 PM.
Who’s invited? You are, and if your parent would like to stay and watch the evening unfold they
are welcome. They can even have some pizza. If you’d rather stay alone with Bob and the rest
of the kids that’s fine too. There will likely be other adults at the class and the photo safari as
well. We would expect the kids will be around 10-15 years old. Some exceptions may be made.
You’ll need to talk to Bob.
The cost will be $59 per kid. The parents eat free. (It’s sort of like a family restaurant, only
backwards.) You can send Bob the make and model of your camera and he will download your
camera’s instruction manual to help answer any questions.
So we can share the photos we take that night please let Bob know what format of card your
camera has. If you plan to use an iPhone we will use AirDrop to show your photos. If you have
another smart phone we can use email to transfer the photos.
The idea of the Kids Photo Night is to have fun while learning how to create better photographs.
Sounds like a good time.
To register (or if you have any questions) send Bob an email at classes@bobgallagher.com
or call him at 519-563-7118.

